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The Staples Center in Los Angeles 
is alive with anticipation. 

The capacity 21,000 fans are 
chanting their favourite players’ 
names and hanging on every move.

The stakes are high and the tension 
even higher...

But this isn’t the LA Clippers against 
the Golden State Warriors and Stephen 
Curry isn’t about to score his twelfth 
three-pointer of the night. 

Instead, all these people are here to 
watch eSports heroes SK Telecom T1 
take on Royal Club in the final of the 
League of Legends Season 3 World 
Championship.

With 32 million fans watching online 
across the course of the tournament, 
the event is the most watched in 
eSports history. 

At its peak, 8.5 million tune in, making 
it as popular as Felix Baumgartner’s 
famous jump from the edge of space.

Esports has 
arrived in 
America, and the 
rest of the world 
will follow.
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There was a misconception that most 
gamers were loners in their bedroom, 
but gaming has become so universal that 
this view is starting to disappear. 

Gaming is another entertainment option 
like film or music. 

Also smart devices have opened up the 
market to many more people and as a 
result the number of older people and 
women gaming has grown.

THINK YOU KNOW GAMERS?
THINK AGAIN!

There are 380 
million global 
eSports fans 
in 2018, rising 
to 557 million 
by 2021.

£112m in prize 
money was 
given away 
during 2017.

The esports 
industry is 
expected to 
be worth 
£1.21m by 
2020.

newzoo global esports market report 2018 & esportsearnings.com/ 4 /
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I think the term gamer is kind of useless. 
Are you a film-er? Or a book-er? 

If you play games - even Candy Crush - I think 
you enjoy what games offer... Games nowadays 
come in so many different types, and on so many 
different platforms, that it’s not identifiable by 
a two-syllable word like ‘gamer’. 

Hell, even Twitter and Facebook have used 
gamification… Getting retweets is a game, right?

For an emerging sector, eSports has been 
around for a surprisingly long time. 

The first large-scale competitive gaming 
event took place in 1980, when Atari hosted 
over 10,000 participants in a Space Invaders 
tournament. The huge innovations in digital and 
gaming technology since have allowed eSports 
to gain significant global traction and now, 
Newzoo reports that there are 380 million 
eSports fans worldwide.

Understanding those fans seems simple. 
Popular assumption holds that they’re primarily 
young men who’ve grown up with gaming 
during the 1980s and ‘90s and are now taking 
their interest to the next level. 

Game Over for Old Stereotypes

Sam White - Games Critic at British GQ. 

A survey by Pew Research Centre backs this up, 
with 59% of men and 61% of women supporting 
the statement “most people who play video 
games are men”. Even those who do play 
games regularly follow suit. In this instance, 
63% of men and 57% of women agree with the 
statement.

If we follow this logic, all that’s left for marketers 
to do is break this largely young, largely male 
demographic into levels of interest, and plot the 
people they want to target onto that line. 

Like this:

“

” hardcore 
gamers

casual 
gamers
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Easy, right? But the facts simply don’t 
back up such assumptions. 
With 1.8 billion people worldwide playing 
video games, gaming culture is just too big to 
fit into a simple and singular demographic.

Instead, it’s much more granular and fluid, 
with recent research by the Entertainment 
Software Association (ESA) finding that in the 
US, men only just have the majority share.

of gamers are men

of gamers are women

are over the age of 50

are under the age of 18

are aged between 18 and 25

in the united states

it’s a similar story in the Uk and europe. 
of britain’s 33.5m video game players:

are between the ages of 
24 and 44

are between the ages of 
45 and 74

are women

meanwhile...

of European women play video 
games and spend 4.6 hours a 
week doing so

Source: Entertainment Software Association, 2015 Sources: Internet 
Advertising Bureau and 
Ipsos Connect
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The likes of FIFA, League of Legends and CS:GO 
are just the latest entries into a medium that 
began in the 1950s and hit the mainstream in 
the 1970s with Pong. 

This means that adults in their 40s grew 
up with video games, and that the gaming 
industry, unlike the specific eSports sector, 
has had time to mature and therefore draw 
an expansive audience. 

This has resulted in more women in the United 
States owning games consoles than men (42% 
against 37%) and a series of small but significant 
changes to demographics in key territories 
taking place since 2012.

Why? It’s simple: video games are much 
older and broader than we think. 

With games such as the hugely popular 
Overwatch striving to include a more diverse 
cast of characters, the gaming industry is doing 
its best to be more inclusive in the titles it 
produces. This will ultimately breed diversity 
in the audience, so the already-outmoded 
idea that videogames are primarily for men 
will continue to fade and the audience will 
be increasingly fractured. 

This is undoubtedly a good thing for the future 
success of eSports, but it makes the industry as 
a whole, and eSports specifically, more difficult 
for marketers to understand. 

Region/Country 2012 Ratio

(female to male)

Current Ratio

(female to male)

USA 47 : 53 41 :59

New Zealand 46 : 54 46 : 54

Australia 47 : 53 47 : 53

Canada 46 : 54 49 : 51

Germany 44 : 56 49 : 51

France 47 : 53 52 : 48

Spain 44 : 56 55 : 45

Great Britain 46 : 54 58 : 42

The games themselves [will 
draw new eSporters in]. 
Overwatch exploded into the 
eSports space last year creating 
lots of new players and fans. 

Plus grass roots initiatives 
to help the eSports stars of 
the future, such as Gfinity’s 
Challenger Series.

“

”
Caroline Miller, Indigo Pearl

number of gamers by gender
(sources: ESA, ESAC, IGEA, ISFE)
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GAMING INTEREST 
Whether someone is playing CS:GO 
religiously every night or tapping their 
way through Candy Crush on their way 
into work, both are gamers. 

But they’re not at the same level and 
therefore not of the same level of interest 
to marketers. By understanding how 
invested a gamer is in gaming, marketers 
understand the passion (and therefore 
the money) they put into it. 

Is that person playing Overwatch really 
going to become a critical eSports 
follower, or are they happy to just smash 
their way through Ecopoint: Antarctica 
with their friends and a pizza on a 
Friday night.

ESPORTS ENGAGEMENT
eSports has a unique aspirational quality 
as fans can become players or at least 
gain regular access to players. 

This makes it difficult for marketers 
to understand how to position their 
messaging. What do you say to a player 
that you don’t say to a fan? How do 
you position yourself when talking to 
a hardcore gamer who has designs on 
going pro, or a player who’s dropping 
away from the pro circuit? 

Understanding the subtle differences 
between players and fans can alter 
your strategy in ways you may not 
have considered. 

Game culture
Just because games fit under the  
same overarching title doesn’t mean you 
can treat them all the same. There’s fierce 
rivalry between fans of different genres, 
games and platforms, and brands need 
to understand and reflect these passions. 

MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) 
fans find different joys in eSports than 
FPS (First Person Shooter) fans do, and 
those who play on PC are looking for 
different things than those who play on a 
console. 

Passion is a double-edged sword  though, 
and understanding just how  fierce that 
passion is could be the difference 
between landing a knock-out punch and 
being presented with the Game Over 
screen.   

Comprehending the granularity and fluidity of the sector 
requires more than a binary approach: 

it needs a complex framework that addresses the three 
core criteria that influence gamers. 
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Gamers tend to have three certain 
qualities that distinguish them from 
‘someone who plays games’. 

Firstly the competitive nature to want 
to be at the top of the leaderboard.

Secondly the determination to always 
want to improve. 

Thirdly the love of challenge, whether 
that’s going straight to the hardest 
difficulty in a game or playing a ranked 
match in a competitive eSport.

“

”Joanne Watson, Manager of Maestro eSports’ all-female CS:GO Team

LEVEL 1: GAMING INTEREST
When attempting to understand the eSports 
audience, the most obvious comparison is to 
traditional sports. However, while there are 
key similarities, there’s also one significant 
difference. A football or rugby fan is engaged 
with the sport: they can’t play or follow it and 
not be. That’s not true for eSports because while 
all eSporters are into gaming, all gamers are 
not necessarily into eSports.

There’s an important distinction between 
the two and it’s difficult to navigate for a 
couple of reasons.

Firstly, the perceived complexity of competitive 
gaming, which means that potential viewers may 
be put-off by the variety of teams, tournaments 
and titles. 

“There’s a huge education job to be done 
with eSports,” Michael Blount of Kazoo PR 
says. “Most people can sit down and watch a 
traditional sports match and very quickly get 
a good understanding of what is going on, 
who is playing and who is winning.’

“Your average person 
outside of the eSports 
scene won’t have a 
grasp of who is playing 
and what the rules are 
in a 5v5 FPS tournament 
series.” 
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Secondly, the mainstream image of gaming 
and its sense of inclusivity remains poor. With 
stories of discrimination and petty squabbling 
within the community, along with the damaging 
GamerGate controversy of the last few years, 
gaming has formed a culture where just 10% 
of players identify themselves 
as gamers. 

“Having a label of gamer is 
not just about being geeky,” 
author Rosalind Wiseman told 
the New York Times. “It also 
has spilled over unfortunately 
into a really negative 
connotation of people who are 
just really angry and intolerant 
of other people.”

Gaming’s reputation as a lesser 
art form and something that 
‘rots players’ brains’ and even 
encourages violence hasn’t 
helped either. 

When gaming website Kotaku 
wrote about how video games 
are reported on by more 
mainstream outlets, they 
received similar responses 
from the journalists they asked. “Many reporters 
I’ve talked to seem to carry the familiar biases 
when it comes to video games,” one said. “That 
it’s mostly for teenage boys but is somehow also 
the realm of children, that it’s mostly violent 
and sexist.”

If so few people are willing to tag 
themselves as gamers, how likely is it 
that they’ll want to tag themselves as 
an ‘eSports Pro’ or even ‘eSports fan’? 
It’s a significant question that could 
affect future eSports growth, because 
while the 385 million global eSports 
fans quoted by Newzoo in 2017 seems 
impressive, it’s just a fraction of those 
1.8 billion worldwide gamers, and an 
even smaller fraction of the 2.3 billion 
global football fans the English Premier 
League cites. 

To successfully navigate this granular 
and fluid sector, brands need to 
understand which gaming fans are 
most relevant to their offering and 
how likely this segment is to grow in 
the future. Getting into fine details is  
vital, and a matrix framework is helpful 
in doing this.

The GamerGate controversy began 
in 2014 and saw a number of 
prominent women within gaming 
subjected to harassment. 

The industry has responded by 
seeking ways to reduce online 
harassment and make women 
feel more welcome.

what is “gamergate”?

0

0.5b

1.0b

1.5b

2.0b

2.5b

A Global esports fans

A b c

b worldwide gamers

c global football fans

Play  
video games

identify  
as “gamers”

don’t Play  
video games

38% 51%10%

play games but don’t 
identify as “gamers”

Source: Survey of US population by Pew Research Center/ 10 /



Currently, we can think of the gaming 
hobby and its relationship 
with eSports in two  
broad categories: 

PURE GAMERS
Who play but have no 
engagement with or knowledge 
of eSports.

esports engagers
Who play regularly and engage 
with eSports.

However, this  
isn’t nearly granular 
or fluid enough. 
Pure Gamers could become eSports 
Engagers and vice versa. Equally, some 
eSports Engagers could get more 
engaged with the sport and become 
players while some Pure Gamers will 
drop further away from eSports. 

This is more granular, but still isn’t good 
enough as it doesn’t go into sufficient 
detail about the nature of the audience’s 
engagement. To understand that, we need 
two measurements: Passion and Awareness. 

Passion gives us a measure of how 
invested in gaming the audience is: do 
they spend every night playing, or are 
they just doing so at the weekend?

Awareness gives us a sense of their 
knowledge about the sector: do they 
read all the blogs and know all the terminology 
or are they relative novices? 

By plotting the audience on a matrix comprised 
of these two measurements, we can truly 
understand their position within the vast gaming 
sector and their potential to move backwards or 
forwards through it.

‘we need two measurements: 
Passion and awareness’

PURE GAMERS
Pure Gamers could be divided into 
those who love games and want to get 
involved in eSports but lack the skill; 
those who could watch eSports but  
feel intimidated by the jargon;  
and those who would  
never watch eSports.

ESPORTs engagers
eSports Engagers could be divided into 
those who are unaware of eSports but 
might be inclined to try it; those who 
have tried once or twice but can’t be 
considered fans; and those who are 
considered hardcore fans.

To understand the segments 
in more detail, there’s a 
need to split these two 
overarching groups up 
further. 
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The benefit of a matrix framework 
is that it’s fluid enough to allow 
for adaptation. 
When exploring the eSports opportunity,  
brands and marketers simply need to plot 
a similar matrix of their own and identify 
the passion and awareness that they want 
to target in line with their business goals. 

Once that's done, work out the passion 
and awareness of the people you want to 
target, and plot them on the matrix 
accordingly. For example, if you want to 
target people who are very passionate and 
very aware of the gaming world, they're 
'Esports Engagers'. If they have high 
awareness but low passion, they'll be 
'Friday Night Competitors'

app 
lovers

public 
transporters

potential 
esporters

interested 
followers

daily 
gamers

weekend 
warriors

esports 
engagers

tournament 
fans

dedicated 
players

gaming 
hobbyists

wannabe 
esporters

friday night 
competitors

candy 
crushers

pure 
gamers

GAMing 
FANS

sometime 
competitors

Lo
w

 a
w

ar
en

es
s

Low passion

high aw
areness

high passion
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eSporters aren’t the antisocial, angry 
young men that they’re sometimes 
portrayed as. eSports is an energetic 
community that’s about enjoying a 
shared passion and engaging aspiration.

Unlike traditional sports, fans can 
freely interact with players and vice 
versa, and if you practice hard enough, 
positively impact the community and 
show enough dedication, you can 
become an eSports champion too.

“

”Neville Upton, CEO, Gfinity

LEVEL 2: eSports Engagement
Once you’ve got to grips with the differences 
between gamers and those engaged with 
eSports, it’s necessary to understand the 
granularity within eSports itself. 

It may seem like the player/spectator divide 
isn’t particularly complicated: after all, players 
have specific sponsorships and associations 
themselves, and only a small group of brands 
could hope to break into that circle. But while 
that’s true of traditional sports, it’s not quite 
so accurate in eSports, where aspiration 
is a critical factor.

eSports players and fans have a uniquely 
symbiotic relationship. The eSports fan base 
doubles up as a grassroots training ground, with 
spectators having the opportunity to become 
players, if they have the skill and dedication. 

Those who don’t make it into the professional 
arena don’t get left behind though. 

The likes of Wayne Rooney, Cristiano  
Ronaldo, and Lionel Messi have long since 
left behind their amateur days, but eSports 
players have only recently broken out of the 
fan scene and many are still actively engaged 
through social platforms and streaming 
sites such as Twitch.

‘aspiration is a critical 
factor’
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“When was the last time you 
heard LeBron James tweet, ‘Hey I’m 
going to be at the Y this weekend 
practicing and shooting hoops; 
come on down and shoot hoops 
with me.’ That doesn’t happen 
in traditional sports, but [in 
eSports] it happens all the time.”

“You get to see a most likely more 
relaxed person when they’re 
live-streaming opposed to when 
they’re up on stage competing. 
You get a chance to create a 
sort of relationship with the 
person since it’s easy to have a 
conversation that you wouldn’t 
normally be able to have.”

Dan Ciccone, from RevXP, the eSports arm of 
sports marketing agency Revolution.

Sofia ‘sUPER’ Svensson, Twitch Streamer and 
eSports Influencer.

While this accessibility has benefits, it also 
creates further fragmentation. If the barriers 
between a player and a spectator have eroded 
and one can become the other and vice versa, 
that means brands can market to both groups.

For an endemic brand such as a high-end 
technology company, there are fewer difficulties: 
a new headset, controller or gaming chair 
appeals to both players and spectators alike, 
so the market’s wide open. 

But what about a non-endemic brand? If a car 
company wants to get involved in eSports, 
who are they best targeting? If they target 
both groups, do they target one more than 
the other? If so, which one? And with what 
kind of messaging? 

endemic v non-endemic

In esports, identifying endemic and non-
endemic brands can be difficult.

While tech brands are clearly endemic and, for 
example, a car company is non-endemic, 
brands such as Coca-Cola, Red Bull and 
Domino’s have successfully built an endemic 
relationship because many gamers consume 
these products while gaming.

With McDonald’s Germany opening 2018 by 
sponsoring the country’s biggest esports 
competition, ESL Meisterschaft, sponsorship 
from both endemic and non-endemic brands is 
going to continue growing. And where Europe 
leads, the UK is sure to follow…
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Creating this kind of entertainment content 
is a useful way of attracting gaming fans who 
are happy to remain as spectators, but it may 
not work when attracting those more serious 
about pursuing a career in eSports. That kind of 
audience may be more inspired by messaging 
designed to encourage their aspirations 
or content that helps them understand a 
particularly challenging game in greater depth. 
It all depends on the kind of eSporter the person 
is and the kind of eSporter they want to be.

So, fragmentation is again the defining factor 
of the industry, and the difference between 
a player and a spectator dictates the kind of 
messaging brands should deliver. 

To understand this, another matrix should be 
created following the same basic format as the 
first but this time focusing on the differences 
between players and spectators.

0 1M 2M 3M 4M 5M

Cloud9

Roccat

Virtus.Pro

Team EnVyUs

Ninjas in Pyjamas

Fnatic

TSM

Natus Vincere

OpTic Gaming

FaZe Clan

147.2k

178.9k

188k

229.2k

268.1k

315.4k

570.8k

1.2m

1.4m

4.4m

Live streams of competitions seem the obvious answer; after all, live 
events and highlights are the crown jewels of traditional sports, so 
surely that must be true of eSports as well. However a report by Deloitte 
Global suggests the opposite.

“The most popular online content is not about watching elite gamers 
competing,” the company notes. “Instead, the content is about 
entertainment (both PewDiePie and Vanoss are better known for their 
humour than being top-ranked players) or is largely instructional in 
nature: teaching gamers how to find hidden treasures (such as Easter 
Eggs) or surmount difficult in-game challenges.”

This isn’t to say that live streams and competitive gaming aren’t popular, 
but it’s clear there’s much more to gaming than just gaming, with 
entertainment channels dominating YouTube’s gaming scene. This 
represents a clear opportunity for businesses to target their audiences 
through paid advertising.

Indeed, the Top 10 Gaming YouTube channels list is comprised mostly 
of entertainment channels and the channels of eSports teams 
and players pale in comparison. 

MOST POPULAR GAMING TEAMS, BY SUBSCRIPTION TOTALS

MOST video producers, BY SUBSCRIPTION TOTALS

PewDiePie 55M+

VanossGaming 20.5M+

VEGETTA777 17.9M+

Markiplier 17.3M+

KSI 16M+

TheDiamondMinecart // DanTDM 15M+

Sky Does Minecraft 11.9M+

rezendeevil 11.5M+

W2S 10.1M+

TheSyndicateProject 9.9M+

(source: uidstatsx)

(source: dot esports, feb ‘17)
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Currently, we can think of those 
engaged with eSports in 
two broad categories: 

JUST SPECTATORS
Who are not involved in playing 
competitively.

Competitive Players
Who are engaged in playing on the 
professional stage.

However, this  
isn’t nearly granular 
or fluid enough. 
Just Spectators can become Competitive Players 
and vice versa. What’s more, there’s no way 
to understand the level to which Competitive 
Players are playing: are they newcomers or top 
tier superstars?

To understand in more detail, there’s a need to 
split these two overarching groups up further.

JUST SPECTATORS
Just Spectators could be segmented 
into those who are on the cusp of 
breaking into the pro scene; those who 
are looking to break into the pro scene 
but need more help; and those who are 
content with simply watching. 

COMPETITIVE PLAYERS
Competitive Players could be 
segmented into top tier players who 
are regularly competing for the big-
money prizes; the potentials who 
aren’t quite good enough to hit the big 
time just yet but could get there with 
more practice and experience; and the 
newcomers who have only just broken 
into the scene. 

/ 16 /

This is more granular, but 
still isn’t good enough as 
it doesn’t go into sufficient 
detail about the granularity 
of the split between an 
eSports spectator and an 
eSports pro.

To understand that, we need a matrix comprised 
of our ‘Passion’ and ‘Awareness’ measurements 
and to map the various levels on to it. 



regular 
spectators

sometime 
spectators

esports 
fringers

tournament 
fans

hardcore 
fans

engaged 
fans

competitive 
players

potential 
pros

dedicated 
fans

fairweather 
fans

the next 
generation

up-and- 
comers

frequent 
spectators

just 
spectators

possible 
players

casual 
competitors

Lo
w

 a
w

ar
en

es
s

Low passion

high aw
areness

high passion

The aspirational quality of eSports 
means that the barrier between a 
player and a spectator has almost 
entirely eroded. 
Marketers looking to get their brand involved 
in eSports need to understand the fluidity 
that’s apparent in eSporters’ involvement 
with the sector. 

This can be done by simply working out the 
levels of passion and awareness of the 
people you want to target, and plotting them 
on the matrix. For example, if someone is 
very passionate about esports but doesn't 
have a wide knowledge, they could be 
'Regular Spectators', while those who are 
very aware and very passionate, may be 
'Competitive Players' 
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eSports is enjoying an amazing stage 
of infancy where popular competition 
hasn’t really been explored in games 
before... 

therefore you’re seeing people who’ve 
never had access to these kinds of 
games before go wild because they’re 
finally having their favourite part of 
games represented on the big stage.

“

”Sam White - Games Critic at British GQ

LEVEL 3: game culture
Arguably the most complex driver 
of fragmentation is the variety of games, genres 
and platforms and the way they inspire different  
passions from different people. 

Whereas traditional sports are driven 
by dedication to a team or player (because 
the game always remains the same), in eSports 
that tribalism is dictated primarily by the game. 

A survey conducted by blicx.com found that the 
game is the core emotion driver for 57% of 
people. The team and the player lagged far 
behind with 39% and 25% respectively. 

This focus on the game influences the genders 
who play. Research by Quantic Foundry revealed 
that there’s a huge disparity between men and 
women in certain genres, most notably in sports 
games (98% male v 2% female), tactical shooters 

(96% v 4%), racing games (94% v 6%) and first 
person shooters (93% v 7%), all of which are 
popular in eSports.

If a brand targeting women wanted to associate 
itself with an eSports tournament comprised of 
FIFA, Halo and Forza, for example, it would likely 
not find much success.

The game is the core 
emotion driver for 
57% of people.
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“People have different 
tastes in games. There are 
totally different genres. 
There’s very little overlap. 
They are truly unique 
communities. 

If you’re a League of Legends 
fan you’re not going to 
watch DOTA 2 games, but 
potentially the League of 
Legends fans might watch 
something like CS: GO because 
the genre’s so different.”

George Woo, Events Organiser at Intel

The need for such change and 
expansion is something Riot Games, 
which publishes League of Legends, 
is aware of. The company’s European 
Head of eSports Jason Yeh has admitted 
that “the game and the genre is not 
the easiest to get into” despite its huge 
following.  “I think there’s something 
we can do to make that early game 
experience easier for people who 
haven’t played this type of game 
before,” he added. “From a viewership 
standpoint, we’re targeting people 
who play League, and have made it a 
part of their life already. So there is a 
certain level of understanding that our 
potential spectators have going into the 
viewing experience.” 

The more games can be made 
accessible, and the wider the variety 
of games that are brought to the 
competitive arena, the more eSports 
will grow. 

This is also true of platforms. Nintendo, 
whose massively successful Wii was 
designed to introduce new audiences 
to gaming, has traditionally resisted 
eSports. However, with its latest 
console, the Nintendo Switch, featuring 
functionality designed to encourage 
competition, the Japanese giant may 
be changing its ways, which will likely 
encourage that wide audience to 
explore the eSports sector, but also 
offer further fragmentation.

Family or Farming Simulator 69% 31%

Atmospheric Exploration 41% 59%

High Fantasy MMO 36% 64%

Japanese RPG 33% 66%

Western RPG 26% 74%

Platformer 25% 75%

Action-Adventure 18% 82%

Sci-Fi MMO 16% 84%

Open World 14% 86%

MOBA 10% 90%

Grand Strategy 7% 93%

First-Person Shooter 7% 93%

Racing 6% 94%

Tactical Shooter 4% 96%

Sports 2% 98%

Such significant variations in the popularity 
of games is reflected in the prize pots, with 
dramatically different sums offered across 
various titles. In 2017, for example, Dota 2 gave 
out a total of $38 million making it the most 
lucrative title for players, while the tenth most 
lucrative title - Smite - gave out only £1.6 million. 
With eSports players seeing the sport as a 
chance to win big money and form a long-lasting 
career, the growth of titles rests heavily on the 
sums being given away.

It’ll take more than a single game for this to 
happen though. Gamers can be so entrenched 
in their preferences that it can be difficult to 
break out of them and explore other areas. 

video game genre preference split

female male

In terms of sheer popularity CS:GO was 
the most popular title in 2016 (with 4,350 
participants playing across 854 tournaments). 
League of Legends (1,444 players across 150 
tournaments) and Overwatch (1,152 players 
across 252 tournaments) follow in second and 
third respectively. CS:GO and Overwatch are 
classed as First Person Shooter games (FPS), 
with League of Legends classed as a Multiplayer 
Online Battle Arena (MOBA) game. 

Both genres are dominated by male players, 
although Overwatch with its more diverse 
cast of characters is likely to challenge 
this status quo.
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Currently, we can think of 
game culture in two  
broad categories: 

Laidback Followers
Who are not highly loyal and 
can follow multiple or all games, 
genres and teams

Partisan Passionates
Who are highly loyal to a particular 
game, genre or team

However, this  
isn’t nearly granular 
or fluid enough. 
Partisan Passionates can become focused on 
more than one genre, and Laidback Followers 
could become dedicated to one title or genre. 

To understand in more detail, there’s a need to 
split these two overarching groups up further.

Laidback Followers
Laidback Followers could be divided 
into people who have no interest in the 
partisan and tribal nature of the sport; 
those who enjoy the rivalry but are 
currently not engaged, and those who 
are actively looking to become more 
engaged with the tribalism. 

Partisan Passionates
Partisan Passionates could be divided  
into fans who are slavishly dedicated 
to one particular team, game, or genre; 
those who generally follow one thing 
but could be persuaded to follow more 
and those who are highly likely to follow 
one or more.  

This is better, but it still 
doesn’t reveal enough about 
how varied the passions that 
drive followers of eSports 
can be.  
To understand that, we need a matrix comprised 
of our ‘Passion’ and ‘Awareness’ measurements 
and to map the various levels on to it.
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Breaking down game culture  
allows brands to understand what 
drives people’s passions and how 
that knowledge can be used to 
build an authentic image within 
the eSports sector.
Without this insight, brands could seem 
ignorant to fans’ expectations, and within 
the fast-paced world of eSports, where  
emotions run high, that’s a risk no brand 
should want to take. 

Avoid such pitfalls by identifying the levels 
of passion and awareness of the people 
you want to target, and plotting them on 
the matrix. If someone has high passion 
but low awareness, they may be 
'Undirected Passionates'. If they have 
above average passion and awareness, 
they could be deemed 'Near Loyalists'. 
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However your brand decides to get 
involved in eSports, NEOn’s award-
winning team can help.

We empower ambition with expert 
digital strategy, so if you’d like 
to find out how we can assist you, 
don’t hesitate to get in touch.

hello@weareneon.com

0161 507 3900

weareneon.com




